
Our Plastic Solutions  
in Mobility
At the heart of your life

Ravago Manufacturing is a global producer of high-quality plastic compounds including polyolefins, thermoplastic 
elastomers, rubbers and engineering plastics. We offer both virgin and recycled grades in many polymer types  
and have extensive knowledge and expertise in the plastics industry. We work together with our customers to  
deliver solutions for their most demanding application needs.

Exterior & under-the-hood parts
We offer high performance plastic compounds for a wide range of exterior and under-the-hood automotive parts. 
Our portfolio contains products with a wide range of fillers and additives, making it easy to find the properties 
required for your specific application. As well as virgin compounds, we also provide recycled compounds for when 
designing with recycled materials is a priority.

Here are just some of the places you may find Ravago products in your car exterior or under-the-hood:

Mablex® PC/ABS
Rear lamp housing

Scolefin® PP
Trunk storage 
space cover

Enflex® TPV
Weather sealing 
solutions

Sicoklar® ECO PC
EV charging  
station housing

Ravamid® PA
Mirror brackets

Scolefin® PP
Battery tray

Ravamid® PA
Engine cover

Ravaflex® rubber
Gaskets & hoses

Ensoft® TPE
Handle gromet

Ravamid® PA
Fan & shroud

Ravathane® TPU
Cable

Enflex® TPV
Suspension bellows

Enester® PBT
Carburetor components

Mafill® PP
Headlight housing

Hylon® PA
Cable connectors

Ensoft® SEBS
Grommets

Mafill® PP
Cowl vent grill

Ensoft® SEBS
Glass encapsulation

Ravamid® PA
Wheel covers

Mafill® PP
Wheel arch liner

Ravaflex® rubber
Tires

Post-industrial recycled content



Interior parts
For both visible and non-visible parts, we offer high quality plastic compounds for a wide range of interior  
automotive applications. Whether you are looking for UV stability, impact resistance, heat stability or colorability, 
we’ve got you covered with a wide range of fillers and additives to choose from. Both virgin and recycled 
compounds are available to suit your needs.

Here are just a few examples where you may find Ravago products in your car interior:

Contact us
We would love to hear from you and discuss further how we can support you in your mobility applications.  
You can also reach out to us for product design recommendations and advice on designing for recycling.

www.ravagomanufacturing.com  |  info@ravagomanufacturing.com |      Ravago Manufacturing Europe    

Post-industrial recycled content

Sicoklar® PC
Roof 
components

Mablex® ECO PC/ABS
Speaker housing

Mablex® ECO PC/ABS
Center console  
structural parts

Ensoft® TPE
Inlay mats

Ravaplen® PP
Lower interior 
trims

Ensoft® TPE
Car mats

Mafill® PP
Door panel  
structural parts

Hylon® PA
Seat adjustment  
handles

Ravamid® PA
Gear stick housing

Ravaplen® PP
Glove box frame

Mablex® PC/ABS
Colored interior 
trims

Hylon® PA
Indicator stalk

Sicoflex® ABS
Colored interior  
trims

Mafill® PP
Dashboard
structure

Ravaflex® rubber
Car mats

Mablex® ECO PC/ABS
Glove box frame

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ravago-manufacturing-europe

